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Bill

Apparently they nomination packages are pretty stiffly defined.  Here 
is what I interpret to be a potentially acceptable format and 
statement for Wayne Raska.

It does not say that I cannot provide a letter too, but I am guessing 
their desire is to have this 2-page d.spaced  statement instead of a 
letter from the nominee.

David

mailto:stelly@tamu.edu
mailto:wlr@tamu.edu
mailto:stelly@tamu.edu

Statement of Accomplishments, Achievements, and Impacts 


for 


Dwaine A. Raska – Nominee for Technical Staff Support


Longevity of Service:  Dwaine A. Raska (“Wayne”) has served the Cotton Cytogenetics / Wide-cross Introgression Project for 25 years, during most of which he has been the project's “right arm”.  His enduring contributions have provided great continuity and ever-increasing proficiency and efficiency.   Wayne's intellectual and practical contributions to project operations have been intrinsic to our Project's overall success, and especially for it core reputation as a world leader in Cotton Cytogenetics  --  our project is well recognized for its forte, cotton cytogenetics, throughout the world cotton research community.  This reputation is an important component of the overall international reputation of SCSC, Texas AgriLife, TAMU and the College Station location (including USDA) as “a” if not “the” leading site in many aspects of cotton germplasm, research and genetic improvement.  He has proven himself to be an indispensable part of this project and served with distinction for many years as our project's technical guru and research assistant.


Exceptional Work Ethics, Proficiency, Organization and Output:  Many of Wayne's immense contributions resulted from efforts far beyond the call of duty.  In numerous weeks, he has worked well over 100 hours; nights when he worked all night, and weekends where worked well over 16 hours.   His proficiency allows the project to grow large populations in greenhouses (15,000 – 20,000 sq ft / year-round), space-transplanted nursery (2.5 acres) and direct-seeded cotton fields (5-10 acres), work-crew management (5-10 student workers year round), and to make very large numbers of cytogenetic preparations and cytological analyses for cotton cytogenetic stock development (Gossypium hirsutum L.) and chromosome substitution (from three alien species), and many additional ad hoc projects.


Exceptionally Economization to the Project and Department:  Wayne has time and time again gotten things done economically.  His “one-man-army” work ethics have multiplied the benefits of his education, intelligence, organization and diverse handyman skills.    There have been many situations where Wayne took the initiative to build or modify or fix items in our buildings (#955, 961, 963, 965), fields and equipment, and devise operation-smoothing and -economizing gadgets or procedures.  A few simple examples include repairing equipment and rebuilding our roller gins, lightweight construction of lab items, building a bridge across the constantly flooded ditch between buildings 965 and 955 (we use both), building soil bins,  building sidewalks, renovating/fixing greenhouses #961 and #963, and just last week, welding a bike rack.  His contributions extend to aesthetics and social matters, too  – for example, he has for years planted, replaced and kept up ornamentals in front of New Beasley Lab, which arguably has the best looking greenery of all buildings along Agronomy Rd., the grounds around most of which are poorly landscaped.  On a number of occasions, he has provided decorations and time for SCSC Departmental functions.  In our lab, he works directly with numerous hourly workers, and has on numerous occasions taken the lead in organizing lab socials that help keep up morale and work efforts.  


Summary:  I request your support in having the Department recognize Wayne at this time for his long-term dedication and many contributions to our lab, the Cotton Program, our Department and Texas AgriLife.  They reflect exceptionally high degrees of competence, commitment, multi-dimensionality, consistency, and persistent pursuit of perfection.  David M. Stelly, 10/28/09
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